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The Problem: Classical Philology
“We should not fail to hear the almost benevolent nuances which for a Greek
noble, for example, lie in all the words with which he set himself above the
lower people—how a constant type of pity, consideration, and forbearance is
mixed in there, sweetening the words, to the point where almost all words
which refer to the common man finally remain as expressions for "unhappy,"
"worthy of pity" (compare deilos [cowardly], deilaios [lowly, mean], ponêros
[oppressed by toil, wretched], mochthêros [suffering, wretched]—the last two
basically designating the common man as a slave worker and beast of
burden).”

F. Nietzsche, Genealogy of Morals 1.10



Background
• Most recent research and labor in treebanks has focused on modern

languages, but recent scholarship has seen the rise of treebanks for
historical languages as well:

– Middle English (Kroch and Taylor 2000)
– Early Modern English (Kroch et al. 2004)
– Old English (Taylor et al. 2003)
– Early New High German (Demske et al. 2004)
– Medieval Portuguese (Rocio et al. 2000)
– Latin/Thomas Aquinas (Passarotti 2008ff.)
– Latin/Greek/Gothic/Slavonic (PROIEL 2008ff.)



Design
• Latin and Ancient Greek are heavily inflected languages with a high degree of

variability in word order: constituents of sentences are often broken up with
elements of other constituents, as in ista meam norit gloria canitiem (“that
glory will know my old age”).



Design
• This high level of non-projectivity has encouraged us to base our annotation

style on that used by the Prague Dependency Treebank (PDT) for Czech
(another non-projective language), while tailoring it for Latin via the grammar
of Pinkster (1990). In contrast to the phrase-structure style annotation of other
treebanks (e.g., the Penn Treebank), the PDT annotation is based on the
dependency grammar of Mel’cuk (1988), which links words to their immediate
heads without any intervening non-terminal phrasal categories.



Tagset

apposing elementAPOS
coordinatorCOORD
object complementOCOMP
predicate nominalPNOM
complementATV/AtvV
adverbialADV
attributeATR
objectOBJ
subjectSBJ
predicatePRED

ellipsisExD
emphasizing particlesAuxZ
sentence adverbialsAuxY
terminal punctuationAuxK

prepositionAuxP
conjunctionAuxC
reflexive passiveAuxR
auxiliary verbAuxV
commasAuxX
bracketing punctuationAuxG



LDT 1.5 Composition

53,143Total
4,857Propertius

12,474Petronius
4,789Ovid
8,382Jerome
2,613Vergil

12,311Sallust
6,229Cicero
1,488Caesar

WordsAuthor



AGDT 1.1 Composition

22,735Total
3,945Homer, Iliad

18,790Homer, Odyssey
WordsWork



Annotation Process

• Annotation process
– All texts are annotated two independent annotators and reconciled

by a third.

• Distributed online annotation through the Perseus Digital
Library



Perseus Digital Library



Treebank Annotation



Treebank Annotation

Try it yourself!

http://nlp.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper



Serialization: SVG/PNG



Serialization: XML



Applications
• NLP tasks pertaining directly to syntax

– grammar induction
– automatic parsing

• Downstream applications for which syntax is one feature among many
– machine translation (Charniak et al. 2003; SSST workshops)
– measuring text reuse/similarity (Bamman and Crane 2008b)
– lexicography



Background:
Dynamic Lexicon



Automatic parsing
• Supervised learning: train a parser on human annotated data and use

that trained model to parse unannotated data

– Labeled dependency parsing accuracy (with gold tags)
• English: 86% (Nivre et al. 2007)
• Czech: 80% (Collins et al. 1999)

– Accuracy tied to treebank size: larger is better
• English: Penn treebank (+1 million words)
• Czech: Prague Depenency Treebank (1.5 million words)



Morphological tagging
• Tested with TreeTagger

(Schmid 1994) analyzer -
performed in a 10-fold
test with an accuracy of
83% in disambiguating
the full morphological
analysis (Bamman and
Crane 2008a).

83.10%All
98.89%Voice
98.62%Tense
99.56%Person
95.11%POS
95.15%Number
98.68%Mood
92.90%Gender
90.10%Case
Accuracy



Automatic parsing
• LDT 1.4 contains 30,537 words.  Parsing evaluation with MSTParser

(McDonald et al. 2005): with gold morphological tags, 54.34%; with
automatically assigned tags, 50.00%.  By author:

40.60%48.99%Vergil

44.41%49.97%Cicero

46.24%51.34%Caesar

46.99%53.04%Sallust

58.15%61.44%Jerome
AutomaticGold



Automatic parsing
• By tag (with automatically assigned tags):

55.31%49.24%ADV

55.12%50.90%OBJ

51.10%50.93%SBJ

66.81%63.66%AuxP

62.41%63.09%ATR
RecallPrecision

22.22%30.29%ADV_CO

25.17%30.35%ATR_CO

30.85%31.84%OBJ_CO

29.04%26.58%SBJ_CO

36.04%34.80%AuxC
RecallPrecision



Automatic parsing: summary
• Parsing accuracy on a 30K-word training set isn’t that great

– 54.34% with gold morphological tags
– 50.00% with automatically assigned tags (83% accurate tagging)

• Better performance on prose than poetry
• With automatic morphological tagging, better precision/recall (~60%) on

ATR, AuxP, SBJ, OBJ, ADV than on long-distance relationships (AuxC etc.)

• Automatic parsing isn’t really viable as an end in itself (for pedagogy etc.), but
it can be offset by a large enough volume of unstructured data for other tasks
(like automatically building dictionaries).



Inducing selectional preferences
• Trained a parser on our 30K word Latin treebank
• Parsed all the texts in our 3.5 million word Latin corpus
• To find selectional preferences from this noisy data, we’ve used the

same hypothesis tests (log likelihood etc.) used to find syntactic
collocations in completely unstructured texts.



Greek Treebank = Greek Lexicon



URLs
• Treebank data:

http://nlp.perseus.tufts.edu/syntax/treebank/

• Treebank annotation environment
http://nlp.perseus.tufts.edu/hopper/


